

































































Lecture4 Graphhomology

Last time sketched proof ofKontsevichthem
a

Ha Aha Half h M HalfCgT

h Espn acts on h

Feedback people got lost
Recap i Defined a Lie algebra hk

in terms ofspidersneeded a cyclic operad O and
a symplecticvector space Uk 1122k

For D Comm cyclic version
Gives a pictorial description of tu
Poisson algebra of polynomial functions
on Vic with no constant or linear terms

a key object in mathematicalphysics




































































Poisson bracket with a fixed functiongives
a derivation and

we also saw how spiders can be viewed
as derivations

we then observed that the pictorial definitions
make saree with O spiders
insteadofjust commutatre spiders

and that for any 0 with OED 513
ha contains let spk whichacts in hk

Finally we sketched proofs that
d Hi Ah k doe E Hadith If doe

aud letting k a

a Whitt O gondadph complex fGG

Upshot we have a combinatorial

way to compute HEth 1 usinggraphs

The second part of Kontsevich's theorem
says I




































































H h is a Hopf algebra
up primitre part
PA th PH.ch Ito to H lC g

Md H C g
I H'tKutta lo lie

H Gtf HMMod lSgs Otta

H Ctg D Comm neededto nomads
af rat'd It spheres

Why is triggered contfa HKMod Sgs
to other areas of mathematics potentially
givig new tools for understanding
Outlfn ModSgs and the spaces they act on

If h fer O Lie was studied previously

by Maita who used his previous
results to find potential homology
classes in A ContFa Moritacycles




































































Eg Kontsevich constructed cycles and cocycles for
Mod Sgs that pair non trivially
giving classes in testable homology
of Mod Sgs

0

egg Willwacher identifiedH of econ commutative
graphhomology with gftp

Grottadiekteiohm.br

Brown showed grt contains a free Lie algebra

fhan Galatias Payne related this to cohomology
of Mg Deligne Mumford compactification

of the modulispaceofgenusgRiemann surfaces




































































How is It Cha a Hopf algebra

what is the product H ha Haha HIM
Recall BE 2pm Paige i ga basis for Uk
Xie Ba Defue EH Kai OH f Xay

This induces h x h ha
i i i i

me too
which in turn induces Koinneth

Ahh Hatha Hythe
on the chain level

Ed4h 14h Nhktd r

Sir ask Sir EcstatEGidnocsin no

Internsof 14kt
graphs

6
even edges never

getidentifiedoyodd
edges




































































So the elementsof Hatha H lfC G that
are net products are representedby cyclesuseyonly connected

graphs ie these aeteprinite elements

PH Ch H loC G connected

Jalen 32

recall hmm generated by spiders in 2 legs
spa

4dh h union of polygons
O_O ON
Ho Ho

fff fCgotofCg X is preserved
i n n hgd

Primetts f f nocurio vertices HEO

are connectedgraphs primitive effs Primeltsaveannectedly
Xt t 20are polygons in raki 2

Cr
c GOf a cC g ed GEfn

Cr

PHxth PH Nh Ito Hxlacx.ge




































































exercise Compale PH the
Hint Show Ageneratorof oC gwith k vertices is Zero unless

he 3 Ciaod47

eg of canto

Gor CG or

Next claim rn H lcC g I H C g
connected all vortices hae

He canignorebiralutoertices
value 33

Proof is an induction on the of bivalent
vertices

r




































































Graph homology and sprees of graphs
Cr

g graphs are connected with terf
and no univalent orbivalent vertices

this is a combinatorially defined chain
complex Is it related
to tee homology of some topologicalspace

We'll stick to 0 Comm Ass Lie

Moduli spaces of graphs

Mgr points are connected metric graphs
r 2 with TF fr all vertices

have valence 33

metric le E IR o on eachedgeie each edge is isometric to an
interval co le E IR
G is a metric space up path
metric

Normalize E le I
e e G




































































egMfa 8h0 es

litho't l that 13 0

i0 1 If half open
interval

Is f
l

l 401 4
0

triangle

4 1 of I
Minasedge

triangle
0 minus vertex

Mfa Ef
Eor

BelterwaytotumlefMGn
As quotient of Cvn by outta




































































Add markings g Rn G to metric

graphs
Before Fn IT Rn

Then g TeRn THG

identifies it G witu Fa

Notice I didn't give G or Rn
basepoints isognetry

Point in Cvn G g In Rn

Now b
Joao's

Iffeaeasantarted

as graphs
E Laid

so I




































































Out Cfa acts on marked graphs

bychangingthemarking
4 Fn Ei Fn car he realizedby
f Rn Ei Rn
Then Rn E G

f f
Rn

G g 4 G go f

exercise this action is well defined

Cvn is not a simplicial complex

each simplex ol G g has missing
faces Ceg all vertices are missing




































































CVp simplicial completion

The actionof Artful extends
continuously to CVn

Quotient Mgit is the

Modali space oftropical curves

if you are a tropical geometer

Tha Cutler V 80 Cvn is
contractible the actionof art Cfu
is proper

ByHarewicz this implies
It outfor Q Gun Q

THI Hatcher 90 Cvn't is contractible




































































Cup't CUn't i OV n B a

subcomplex of Cvn't
The relative chaincomplex
c Kuip evil Goku Gang

has one generator for each marked

graph CG g g Ru
Es G

The simplex o CGg is oriented

byordering the edges of G
The faces of TCGg are obtained

by collapsing one edgeof G

A face is a relative generator
if the edge is not a loop

outfor acts transituely on monkeys

The stabilizer of a point Gg




































































is isomorphicto Isan G G G
I 9gIf an isometry induces Rn

an odd permutation of the
edges oCG8YIseuCG

If no isometryof G gives an oddpermutationofECG

then TCG g Isan G is
a cone on a homology sphere
so gives a non trivial generatorof

C Chikut deviant

at CMgittomgn't




































































The banday map in the
commutativegraph

complex contracts non loop edges so

preserves the rank of it G

ie Cf r n g72

The operators of g are cannaked

graphs all vertices 3 trivalent rack n

With the econ orientation we
thereforeget
H.ge H9tcvit

ocuitIT

H CCvnat9ahYateven
commutate
graph H Cmgit omgf
homology

Exercise Find a graphwith no odd
symmetries describe CG 8 sauce




